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Endorsements

Endorsements For Ready
“This book is the all-inclusive cookbook for the recipe of personal responsibility and emergency preparedness. It contains pages of
ideas and implantable solutions that will save lives and anguish. I've trained, lived and taught emergency preparedness for the last
thirty-eight years and I learned from this book!”
Michael F. Staley, Public Health Advisor, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
“If you only read one book this year or in a lifetime read this one. This book will profoundly change the way you protect yourself and
your family. "
Mark V. Cerney, President/Founder Next of Kin Registry (NOKR)
“With the unusual number of disasters in the US and around the world the last few years, this book should be in every home in
America. The worst part about the loss so many families have experienced, is that so much of it could have been so easily
prevented, with the simple steps found throughout Ready."
Sara Feigenholtz, State Representative, Illinois General Assembly
“Ready is an amazing wealth of information, and a “must have”, “must follow” book. The direct way that Janet and Laura present the
material makes it easy to grasp the value of the topic. But what's really great is the way they've folded in real life stories which bring
all the guidance down to me personally. I also love the stories about companies I’m familiar with and how they approach Emergency
Management.”
Ric Skinner, Owner/Consultant at The Stoneybrook Group
“Exceptional! The Greenwalds took their outstanding book Ready In 10 and put it on steroids! You hear "plan". But for what?
Why? How? What are the critical pieces of information I should have? This book is for you, and about you -- saving, recovering, even
thriving when misfortunes, from small to catastrophic, come your way. Not sure "how to"? See their recommended "Cool Tools"
section.”
Clint Steele, PhD -- USGS Emeritus Geologist, CERT Trainer
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